


After our success on
 beaches and hotels in Indonesia, Thailand and

Australia, SOO SANTAI bean bags are finally arriving in
Europe for your greatest comfort.

 
Indoors or outdoors, bring a colorful and graceful

touch to your environment with our bean bags that
will delight both adults and children.
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Indoor bean bags

Our indoor bean bags can be used outdoors such as in a garden or terrace.
 However, all contact with water should be avoided, they were not designed to get wet.
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Indoor bean bags

Buddy’s Rest 

Trendy and elegant
armchair,

accompanied by a
footrest for more

comfort.

Mini version of
Buddy's rest because

the little ones also
need their little cloud

of sweetness.

Armchair as cozy as a
bed. The ideal

companion in your
quest for relaxation

and rest.

In bed or sofa
position? Alone or in
pairs? It's up to you !
Adopt our little Big

Mama.

Buddy’s Rest mini Lazy Bro Big Mama
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Buddy’s Rest 

Need to read, work in peace or
simply relax, the buddy's rest is your

ideal partner!
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Buddy’s Rest 
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Buddy’s Rest mini 

Because the little ones also need a
space to escape
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Buddy’s Rest mini 
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Lazy Bro Indoor

The most comfortable armchair there
is, to make your bed jealous.
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Lazy Bro Indoor
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Big Mama

The biggest bean bag of the Soo Santaï Family!
Thanks to its two straps, you can pass it from bed
to sofa and enjoy its extreme softness alone or in

pairs.
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Big Mama
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Outdoor Bean bags

Our outdoor bean bags have a special coating that makes them water resistant.
Only products with the mention "floating" can float on water.
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Outdoor Bean bags

Outdoor version of the
Lazy bro. Escape to

your garden or by the
pool.

The comfort of a Lazy
Bro on the water.

Don't fall asleep at sea,
you might lose your

way.

Enjoy a moment of
relaxation on the
water, alone or in

pairs, but no more,
you risk sinking.

And yes, our Big Mama
is also suitable for the

outdoors as long as
you have a little space

left for him.

Lazy Bro Outdoor Big Mama Big Mama Floating
(only available by order)

Lazy Bro Floating
(only available by order) 
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Outdoor Bean bags

Stay comfortably on
the water, our floating

tray takes care of
serving you.

The perfect
companion for

sunbathing while
sipping a cocktail or

reading.

As spacious as an
indoor chair, spend

your evenings gazing
at the stars.

Pool Party Floating Tray
(only available by order) 

Relax Sis Floating
(only available by order) 

Daddy Cool Floating
(only available by order) 
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Lazy Bro Outdoor

The Soo Santaï armchair in outdoor version!
In a garden or at the beach, relax in complete

serenity with attitude.
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Lazy Bro Outdoor
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Lazy Bro Floating
(only available by order)

Thanks to its special coating, this Lazy Bro can
float on water. Moment of relaxation guaranteed,
be careful not to get carried away by the current.
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Lazy Bro Floating
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Big Mama

The biggest bean bag of the Soo Santaï Family !
Thanks to its two straps, you can pass it from bed to

sofa and enjoy its extreme softness alone or in
pairs.
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Big Mama
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Big Mama Floating
(only available by order)

The biggest bean bag of the Soo Santaï Family in a
floating version!

A real floating bed, sail the seas alone or in pairs.
Beyond that, you risk getting wet!
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Big Mama Floating
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Daddy Cool Floating
(only available by order)

A Netflix & Chill on the water have you ever thought
about it? Aboard the Daddy Cool, enjoy your favorite

series in complete comfort.
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Daddy Cool Floating
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Relax Sis Floating
(only available by order)

On your back or on your stomach, nothing better
than a Relax Sis for tanning and enjoying the sun.
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Relax Sis Floating
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Pool Party Floating Tray
(only available by order)

The essential accessory for your pool party is
available. Pour yourself another drink while staying

on the water with our Floating Tray, the most helpful
bean bag in the family!
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Pool Party Floating Tray
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Advices and maintenance
All our bean bags are easily washable. The cover of our
bean bags can be easily removed. You can opt for
cleaning by hand or by machine at 30° with a mild
detergent. AVOID ALL AGGRESSIVE DETERGANTS.

Our bean bags are very comfortable, thanks to our
polystyrene beads. The balls are easily replaceable if you
notice any sagging after several years of use. By filling
the bean bag about 75%, it will be fluffy. The more you
fill it, the firmer the bean bag will be.

Our Outdoor and floating bean bags are water and
chlorine resistant. We still recommend that you rinse
your bean bags with clean water after use in a swimming
pool or at the sea.

Only our "floating" bean bags are able to float on water,
whether at sea or in a swimming pool. Other Soo Santai
products will not float, as they do not have the necessary
coating to be able to float.

Soo Santai bean bags are designed to be resistant to the
sun and thus prevent any discoloration. We still
recommend that you store your bean bags in a dry and
covered place to allow them a longer life.

Our bean bags are equipped with a resistant zip
concealed in the cover to guarantee the safety of the
little ones. Indeed, the polystyrene balls are sealed in an
under-cover to prevent any leakage.
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Float on water

 
 
 

Water resistance

 
 
 

Sun resistance

 
 
 

Comfortable

 
 
 

Removable and
Secure

 
 
 

Easy to clean

BEAN BAGS
INDOOR

      

BEAN BAGS
OUTDOOR

      

BEAN BAGS
FLOATING

      

Advices and maintenance
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They trust us
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CONTACT

SOO SANTAÏ

Soo Santaï Europe
 

Tél : 0605234805
email : europe@soosantai.eu

 
www.soosantai.eu
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